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    Abstract - Caching strategies have been evaluated and compa- 

red in many studies, most often via simulation, but also in ana-

lytic methods. Knapsack solutions provide a general analytical 

approach for upper bounds on web caching performance. They 

assume objects of maximum (value/size) ratio being selected as 

cache content, with flexibility to define the caching value. 

Therefore the popularity, cost, size, time-to-live restrictions 

etc. per object can be included an overall caching goal, e.g., for 

reducing delay and/or transport path length in content delivery.  

The independent request model (IRM) leads to basic knap-

sack bounds for static optimum cache content. We show that a 

2-dimensional (2D-)knapsack solution covers arbitrary request 

pattern, which selects dynamically changing content yielding 

maximum caching value for any predefined request sequence. 

Moreover, Belady’s optimum strategy for clairvoyant caching 

is identified as a special case of our 2D-knapsack solution 

when all objects are unique. 

We also summarize a comprehensive picture of the demands 

and efficiency criteria for web caching, including updating 

speed and overheads. Our evaluations confirm significant per-

formance gaps from LRU to advanced GreedyDual and score-

based web caching methods and to the knapsack bounds.  

Keywords - LRU, LFU, FIFO, GreedyDual and score-gated 

web cache strategies, knapsack bounds, cache hit & value ratio. 

I. EFFICIENT WEB CACHE STRATEGIES 

The work on web caching methods in literature started in a 

first phase on applications for local support of CPU and 

database systems [4][12]. A basic set of replacement strate-

gies was proposed and evaluated via simulation and Markov 

analysis. Already 50 years ago, Belady’s algorithm marked 

a general upper bound on the cache hit ratio [4], assuming 

the future request sequence to be known in cache updating 

decisions. However, those approaches are restricted to rec-

ords or pages of unit size and they are unaware of demands 

for more flexible cache optimization goals in wide area 

networks, which arose 25 years ago and were addressed in a 

second wave of work on caching strategies for web proxies 

and CDNs [1][2][8][9][14][20][21][22][26][27]. 

Moreover, beyond the hit ratio as the basic efficiency meas-

ure, web caches have to be optimized in a global network 

environment with regard to their effect on the traffic vol-

ume, delays as well as consistency and availability of data 

in CDNs, clouds and ICN architectures [10][15][23][24].  

In response to flexibility demands in web caching, Greedy-

Dual methods [1][2][9][10][20] and score-gated caching 

schemes [7][13][17][19][27] have been proposed to provide 

full awareness of the size, request count, overhead costs, 

and the value for delivering each web object from the cache.  
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Both classes of caching strategies prefer objects with     

highest score, where high request count and value versus 

low overhead enhance an object’s score. When objects dif-

fer in size, value and other properties, the optimization of 

the overall caching benefit is bounded by basic knapsack 

solutions [3][19][27]. However, despite of the GreedyDual 

approaches and newer work on advanced score-based cach-

ing methods with full awareness of object specific proper-

ties, many papers and surveys on caching in ICN, edge 

cloud, and future networks still refer to and recommend 

simple LRU and LFU caching schemes [24][25][29], without 

options for size and value based cache content optimization. 

The focus of mainstream work in caching literature on those 

simple policies may be a reason for an extreme delay of 

over 50 years, until Belady’s upper hit ratio bound has been 

extended to objects of different size in a recent approach by 

Berger et al. [6]. Since web objects are known to differ in 

size from the kBytes to MBytes and beyond for files [27] as 

well as for data chunks [5], Belady’s bound does not cover 

web caching and no general bound was known for decades.  

Compared to the flow-based approach [6] we derive a sim-

pler 2D-knapsack solution as general upper bound on web 

caching performance, whereas Berger et al. [6] claim that 

heuristics for knapsack don’t work well for caching. More-

over, the 2D-knapsack solution generalizes the result [6] 

beyond variable object size. It also includes different value, 

TTL restrictions and/or other specific properties per object 

from the start. Finally, Belady’s [4] principle to evict ob-

jects with the longest next request interval is consistently 

shown to be contained as a special case in our 2D-knapsack 

solution, when all objects are unique in all properties. 

In Section II, we summarize main demands and correspond-

ing performance criteria for web caches, including low 

management overhead and high flexibility for different op-

timization goals. We derive knapsack solutions for bounds 

on the maximum cache hit and value ratio in Section III, 

starting with a basic one-dimensional knapsack for static 

optimum cache content in Section III.A, which is sufficient 

for independent requests (IRM) [27]. Then a 2-dimensional 

(2D-)knapsack solution [11] in time and cache storage 

space is derived for optimum clairvoyant caching. Finally, 

simulative evaluation results for LRU and for flexible 

score-based caching methods are compared to the bounds.  

II. DEMANDS FOR EFFICIENT WEB CACHING STRATEGIES 

We start listing the most important aspects to be taken into 

account for the efficiency of web caching strategies, which 

are addressed in caching surveys and extensive evaluation 

studies [1][5][9][13][17][22][23][26][27]. All in all, web 

caching methods should meet the following basic demands: 



(1) High hit ratio  

The cache hit ratio should be close to the optimum for 

the considered environment. This can be verified in 

comparison to the upper bounds provided in Section 

III. The simple bound of Eq. (3) for independent re-

quests seems most relevant in practise, because Zipf 

distributed IRM request pattern are manifold confirmed 

for user access to web content [1][8][14][28]. 

(2) Adaptability to follow recent request trends 

Caching methods have to react to changing object 

popularity. In this way, efficiency is extended beyond 

IRM to cases of correlated request pattern [28], where 

recent requests count more than older ones. Even if 

IRM and static content may suit on a daily time scale 

[18], caches must adapt to long-term churn in the rele-

vant object set. 

(3) Low management overhead and processing time 

The implementation of a caching method should be 

kept simple to achieve high update speed with constant 

O(1) update effort per request. CDNs supporting popu-

lar platforms like Wikipedia, YouTube or Akamai have 

to cope with workloads of millions of requests per sec-

ond [18]. The meta data overhead for the cache man-

agement should be as small as possible. 

(4) Low load of cache content updates 

Uploads of objects with low caching benefit (low/zero-

valued cache objects, one-timers) should be avoided for 

web caches by proper content selection in order to re-

duce cache upload traffic and processing.  

(5) Flexibility to adapt to delivery costs and QoS criteria 

Web caching methods should support performance op-

timization for network and quality of service aspects 

beyond hit counts. Therefore, web caching methods 

must be aware of the size, a popularity estimate, over-

heads and benefits of delivering an object from a cache. 

From a huge set of well beyond 100 papers on different web 

caching strategies, the authors found only two classes ful-

filling the latter flexibility demand (5): GreedyDual [1][2] 

[9][14][20] and score-gated strategies [7][13][17][19][27].  

Both prefer objects with highest scores as cache content. 

GreedyDual methods maintain an ordered object list due to 

scores with logarithmic O(log M) update effort, which vio-

lates the low overhead demand (3). Score-gated caching ad-

mits a requested external object only if its score exceeds the 

score of an eviction candidate. The score-gated clock (SGC) 

scheme selects the eviction candidate by a clock pointer, 

which cyclically moves to the next cached object per request.  

However, the demand (3) for low implementation effort and 

high update speed is ignored in many proposal studies of 

new methods. Even approaches with constant effort per 

request can differ substantially in update speed.  

Hyperbolic caching [7] suggests comparing a new object to a 

set of 64 randomly chosen eviction candidates in the cache, 

which requires >100-fold more update time than LRU. In a 

comparative study [19] on update speeds of main caching 

methods, see Table 3, SGC is shown to be even faster than 

LRU with the ratio of (request count / size) as SGC score, 

and still can cope with LRU speed for slightly more com-

plex score functions. 

Regarding the first criterion (1), we compare the cache hit 

ratio of first-in-first-out (FIFO), least recently used (LRU) 

and least frequently used (LFU) as basic methods with 

score-gated clock (SGC) and the knapsack bounds, which 

are derived in Section III. In Figure 1, unit size objects and a 

cache size of M objects are assumed. The request sequence 

is a one day extract from a trace of accesses of a large user 

population to web sites, which was also used and described 

in more detail in [19]. The cache content and the hits are 

simulated with trace data for each strategy, excluding the 

first 10% of requests with the initial cache filling phase. 

The results in Figure 1 for unit size objects confirm usually 

observed hit ratio gaps of up to 5% between FIFO and LRU 

and up to 15% between LRU and LFU. The request pattern 

over a daily time frame is still close to the IRM case, where 

popularity based LFU approaches the maximum hit ratio. 

The request count is also used as SGC score function, yield-

ing almost the same result as for LFU, where SGC updates 

are 4-fold faster, see Table 3, but the SGC cache content only 

approximately selects the top-M objects with highest scores. 

Table 3: Update speed of fast O(1) caching methods [19] 

 

 

Figure 1: Efficiency of caching strategies: Unit size objects 

 

 Figure 2: Cache hit ratios for objects of different size 
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Objects of different size sk  are considered in  Figure 2 based 

on a lognormal distribution: 

sk  = exp(µ + σ Zk ) kByte,    where µ = 3.5, σ  = 2.5, 

and Z k is a standard (0, 1) normal distributed random varia-

ble, which is adapted to the highly fluctuating size distribu-

tion of cacheable CDN data chunks observed in [5] and a 

very similar size distribution for web files shown in [27]. 

 Figure 2 shows a huge hit ratio gap from FIFO, LRU to-

wards the score-based SGC strategy, which can exploit full 

awareness of the size and other object properties for cache 

content optimization. GreedyDual methods achieve hit ra-

tios similar to SGC, but with higher logarithmic update 

complexity. 

Moreover, the demand (4) for low cache upload traffic is 

mainly influenced by the difference between pure replace-

ments versus content selection strategies. FIFO, RANDOM, 

LRU and GreedyDual methods put every requested external 

object into the cache, even those with low score and popu-

larity. Consequently, a new object is loaded per cache miss, 

and the cache upload rate equals the cache miss rate. LRFU 

[21] and score-gated methods admit only high scored ob-

jects to the cache. When the score ranking of objects be-

comes stable over time then only few uploads are needed. 

Figure 3 shows the impact on the cache upload ratio, as the 

fraction of requests with an upload of an object to the cache. 

Therefore the entire trace of requests [19] was evaluated for 

objects of different size.  

The curves for FIFO, LRU and GreedyDual reflect the miss 

ratio of those methods per request. GreedyDual and Score-

Gated Clock have almost the same miss ratio, but SGC ad-

mits only 1-2% of the requested objects to enter the cache. 

 
Figure 3: Upload ratio for caching methods per request 

Regarding the demand (2), the authors see a lack of a clear 

picture for modeling of dynamics and correlation in web 

request pattern. Even if web request traces usually show 

only moderate churn and dynamics in object popularity [1] 

[18][22][28], a web cache strategy has to react on and/or 

predict recent trends. Markov renewal or semi-Markov pro-

cesses are one class of models applied to represent request 

intervals. Other approaches focus on the rate of new emerg-

ing objects and phases of rising and falling popularity in the 

lifetime of objects in shot noise models [18][28]. However, 

the impact of parameters on the caching performance needs 

further study to capture the IRM scope: Which request pat-

tern cause hit ratios to deviate essentially from IRM results? 

III. KNAPSACK BOUNDS ON THE CACHE HIT AND VALUE RATIO  

Upper bounds for the cache hit ratio are known for inde-

pendent requests (IRM) and, in general, for arbitrary request 

sequences using a clairvoyant strategy with knowledge 

about future requests. However, Belady’s optimum clair-

voyant algorithm is insufficient for web caching, because 

different size and/or value per object have to be taken into 

account in an overall web caching goal. Then the extension 

of upper bounds on the cache hit/value ratio leads to knap-

sack solutions. Under IRM assumptions, a cache for objects 

of different size and caching value corresponds to a standard 

knapsack, whereas a 2-dimensional 2D-knapsack solution is 

derived in extension of Belady’s clairvoyant strategy.  

While Belady’s bound for unit size object size and hit count 

is known for decades, extensions for web caching with dif-

ferent object properties have not been addressed until recent 

work [6][19], as to the authors’ knowledge. We start from 

IRM knapsack bounds for web cache applications [19] in 

Section III.A and then derive a new general 2D-knapsack 

bound in Section III.B -III.E, which is finally put into rela-

tion to the performance results in Figures 1 - 2. 

A. Maximum Cache Hit Ratio for Independent Requests  

We refer to a fixed set of objects O1, …, ON of different size 

s1, …, sN and object specific values v1, …, vN for delivery 

from the cache. p1, …, pN  are their IRM request probabilities.  

The value hit ratio VHR quantifies the value expected per 

request for a cache content C, divided by the value of serv-

ing all content from an infinite cache. Based on the value vk  

and the IRM request probability pk  per object Ok  we obtain:  

VHR = Σ Ok
 ∈C pk vk /Σ k  pk vk.                 (1) 

VHR includes the byte hit ratio BHR as a special case for    

vk  = sk, and the object hit ratio OHR for vk  = 1. OHR and 

BHR are defined as the fractions of objects and bytes, re-

spectively, being served from the cache C:  

BHR = Σ Ok
 ∈C  pk sk /Σ k  pk sk;    OHR = Σ Ok

 ∈C  pk.    (2) 

In general, when the objects O1, O2, …, ON  are ordered due 

to scores Sk = vk  pk / sk, i.e., v1 p1 / s1 ≥ v2  p2 / s2 ≥ … ≥ vN  pN  / sN  

and the objects with highest scores are cached then the max-

imum IRM value hit ratio ������
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for a cache of size M is 

bounded by [19]: 
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where     s1 + s2 + … + sL ≤ M < s1 + s2 + … + sL+1      

        and         q = (M – s1 + s2 + … + sL) / sL+1  < 1.         

The bounds meet the optimum cache hit/value ratio, if L top- 

scored objects exactly fit into the cache size M ( q = 0). 

Otherwise, a contribution of vL+1 pL+1 already exceeds the 

maximum, such that the bound is fairly tight when a large 

number L of objects can be cached.  

The value vk  can reflect costs and benefits of storing an ob-

ject and serving it from the cache. Regarding transmission 

delays, vk  can account for the delay difference between the 

original source (dSource) and the cache (dCache), as well as the 

delay (dCheck) for checking whether an object is in the cache:  
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vk
Delay

 (Ok) = [dSource (Ok ) – dCache (Ok )] | Ok
 ∈ C  – dCheck (Ok).  (4) 

The caching benefit for traffic engineering vk
TE

 due to re-

duced load on network resources is usually proportional to 

the object sizes sk. It is evaluated based on costs of links and 

routers. Cache servers in CDNs and cloud architectures are 

crucial for traffic reduction especially on highly expensive 

international links in the Internet backbone. The total value 

per object can combine contributions for delay, traffic engi-

neering etc.: vk = vk
Delay

 + vk
TE

. Moreover, the optimization 

of a single cache with regard to network load and QoS de-

mands also forms the basis for estimating and improving 

the efficiency of distributed caching infrastructures in 

CDNs, clouds and ICN architectures [24][29]. 

B. Maximum Hit Ratio for Clairvoyant Caching Strategies  

When we assume that future requests are known and can be 

exploited for cache content selection then Belady’s algo-

rithm [4] achieves the maximum cache hit ratio. A clairvoy-

ant cache strategy is applicable in some special fields, e.g.,  

processing of a given code but not for web caching. How-

ever, a hit ratio bound beyond IRM assumptions is useful 

for arbitrary request sequences. In this way, gaps are indi-

cated, which may be addressed by improved prediction or 

when partial information is available about future requests. 

Belady’s algorithm follows a  farthest next request eviction 

principle. Upon a cache miss, a requested external object 

replaces the object with the longest time until its next re-

quest, if and only if the external object's next request comes 

earlier. It is implemented as a content selection scheme with 

objects in the cache sorted due to increasing time until their 

next request, which differs from pure replacement methods. 

Belady’s approach has been recently extended to objects of 

different size by Berger et al. [6]. The underlying knapsack 

problem of the extension is known to be NP-hard, such that 

no simple algorithm can be expected to determine the exact 

optimum. Instead, Berger et al. apply flow optimization to 

obtain bounds around the exact optimum solution, but they 

exclude knapsack solutions with a remark ". . . heuristics 

that work well on Knapsack perform badly in caching". 

Instead, we specify the optimum clairvoyant cache hit ratio 

as a 2-dimensional knapsack solution.  

C. 2D-Knapsack Solution for Maximum Caching Value 

Optimum clairvoyant caching for variable object size and 

value can be described and solved as a 2-dimensional 2D-

knapsack problem [11] with 

• a storage dimension of limited cache size M and  

• a time dimension, which refers to the index of the re-

quest sequence r1, r2 … rK. 

If a request rn is a hit then the requested object rn = Ok was 

put into or hold in the cache since its previous request         

rm = Ok (m < n). Therefore space is blocked per cache hit be-

tween the request indices m and n in time and for the object 

size sk in the storage space. This corresponds to a rectangle 

of size (n – m) × sk, which has to be placed into the 2D-knap-

sack. In general, a rectangle or packet represents a necessary 

cache occupation in time and space for each cache hit. Con-

cluding, the maximum hit count for clairvoyant caching is 

obtained by placing a maximum number of packets, which 

fit into the 2D-knapsack, as illustrated in Figure 4. 

For a more precise specification, let Ij,k denote the j 

th
 request 

interval of an object Ok in the trace, and let lj,k denote the 

length of the interval (∀ k = 1, …, N;  j = 1, …, Rk – 1), 

where Rk is the number of requests to Ok in the trace. The 

notation implies the properties: 

Ij,k  = (m, m + lj,k);  Ij+1,k = (m + lj,k, m + lj,k + lj+1,k);  Ij+2,k = ...; 

 rm = rm + lj,k = Ok; rp ≠ Ok  for  p = m + 1, …, m + lj,k – 1.  

We again refer to the size sk and the value vk of an object 

Ok. Let C denote a set of intervals for a valid combination 

of object placements over time, which fits into the 2D-knap-

sack representing the cache of size M. Then the total value 

of the placements of objects in C is V (C) =Σ j,k : Ij,k ∈ C  vk .   

Vmax = max C V (C) denotes the maximum achievable value, 

such that ∀ C: V (C) ≤ Vmax. 

Last but not least, the score function S(Ij,k) = vk / (sk lj,k) is 

introduced as the ratio of value to cache occupation space 

for a cache hit by placing Ok into the cache during Ij,k.  

Then the usual heuristic approach for Vmax is to sort all inter-

vals Ij,k due to their value/occupation score S(Ij,k) = vk / (sk lj,k) 

and to place as many as possible intervals into the 2D-

knapsack starting from those with highest score. Note that 

the placement of Ij,k is fixed on the time scale (m, m + lj,k).  

If the next interval does not fit into the 2D-knapsack, the 

one with next smaller score is checked, until no further fit-

ting interval is found. The standard knapsack solution may 

be improved by replacing an interval with several overlap-

ping intervals with higher total value. All one-timers (Rk = 1) 

can be removed from the request sequence.  

Figure 4 shows an example of the computation of 2D-knap-

sack bounds on the optimum hit ratio. On top, a request se-

quence and the resulting interval representations are shown. 

The objects O2, O3, O4, O5 have different sizes sk = k and  

unit value vk = 1. The request intervals Ij,k are shown per 

object as rectangles sk × lj,k. However, we renumber the inter-

vals I1, I2, ..., I15 in the order of growing rectangle size sk lj,k, 

which is indicated for each interval. The lower 2D-knapsack 

bound is shown in a next part of Figure 4, where V (C) = 9 

intervals are found to fit into a cache of size M = 7. Place-

ments are checked in the order I1, I2, ..., I15. The cache con-

tent for the maximum hit count of Vmax = 10 is shown below. 

D. Belady’s Algorithm as a Special 2D-Knapsack Solution 

In the special case of unit size object size sk = 1 and value      

vk = 1, the score function only depends on the interval 

length: S(Ij,k) = vk / (sk lj,k) = 1/lj,k. Then sorting due to de-

scending scores means sorting due to increasing request 

interval lengths lj,k, such that objects with shortest next re-

quest interval are preferred for caching. Vice versa, this is 

equivalent to the  farthest next request  eviction principle of 

Belady's algorithm. We conclude that the heuristic knapsack 

solution includes Belady's algorithm and in this case it is 

confirmed to achieve the maximum hit ratio. 

E. 2D-Knapsack Upper Bound of the Caching Value 

Finally, the knapsack solution for arbitrary object size and 

value can be modified for providing an upper bound of the 

optimum caching value as follows: 

We again apply the previous algorithm for placing intervals 

into the 2D-knapsack in descending order of scores S(Ij,k). 



 

 

Figure 4: 2D-knapsack bounds on optimum clairvoyant caching 

However, if the next interval Ij,k only partly fits into the 2D-

knapsack, we don’t ignore it, but we include a contribution 

by the part that fits. That means that an area in the 2D-

knapsack is blocked corresponding to the fitting part and a 

value f *vk   is added to the totally achieved value V 
+
, where   

f * ≤ 1 is the fraction of the size sk lj,k of the interval Ij,k, 

which fits into the 2D-knapsack. In this way, an upper 

bound for the maximum value V 
+ 
≥Vmax is obtained, see the 

knapsack example at the bottom of Figure 4. 

The latter placement scheme follows the standard procedure 

for an upper bound V 
+
 ≥ Vmax on the maximum value of a 

knapsack. The bound is confirmed, when we interpret the 

score S(Ij,k) = vk / (sk lj,k) as a value density of the interval Ij,k 

on its area sk × lj,k . The previous placement scheme covers 

the knapsack by items Ij,k with the highest possible value 

density. Any full or partial replacement by other intervals 

would reduce the value density and thus the value contribu-

tion on the occupied area. Therefore, any valid placement 

scheme, whose intervals fully fit into the knapsack, cannot 

improve the value density and thus the total value V 
+
.  

Concluding, the maximum value hit ratio of clairvoyant 

caching strategies represents an NP-hard 2-dimensional 

knapsack solution. However, a standard heuristic of placing 

items Ij,k into the knapsack in the order of descending value 

density leads to a valid solution as a lower bound V (C) of  

the maximum, which is modified to an upper bound V 
+
 by 

involving partially fitting items, such that V (C) ≤ Vmax ≤ V 
+
. 

F. Application of the Bounds in Caching Scenarios 

We have implemented computation schemes to determine 

the bounds V (C) and V 
+
 for the optimum 2D-knapsack so-

lution. Figure 1 and  Figure 2 have compared the cache hit 

ratio for several caching strategies with the bounds in two 

upper curves for V (C) (dotted line) and V 
+
 (solid line). Both 

evaluations show the cache hit ratio for a request trace of 25 

million requests for unit object values vk  = 1. 10% of the 

requests at the start and at the end of the trace are excluded, 

because the clairvoyant strategy is not fully applicable in an 

initial cache filling phase and a final phase, when next re-

quest times are often beyond the end of the trace.   

In Figure 1, object sizes are the same sk  = 1, whereas object 

sizes differ in  Figure 2. The lower bound V (C) for unit ob-

ject size in Figure 1 corresponds to the result for Belady’s 

algorithm and in this case it is optimal: V (C) = Vmax ≤ V 
+
.  

For objects of different sizes in  Figure 2, the maximum hit 

ratio lies between both bounds: V (C) ≤ Vmax ≤ V 
+
.  

G. Tightness of the Bounds   V (C) ≤ Vmax ≤ V 
+
 

In the example of Figure 4, the obtained bounds are not tight:               

V (C) = 9;  Vmax = 10;  V 
+ 

≈ 12. 

In Figure 1 and  Figure 2, hit ratio bounds are much closer 

to each other, with absolute differences up to 1.5% for small 

caches, which are decreasing down to 0.1% for large caches.  

The bounds get closer for larger caches due to a statistical 

multiplexing effect, i.e. object sizes and gaps are becoming 

relatively smaller for larger volume of the cache and the 

2D-knapsack.  

Moreover, both bounds have a subset SK = {I1, I2, ..., IK} of 

intervals in common, which fully fit into the cache, until 

IK+1 is the first interval which doesn’t fit, e.g., K = 6 in the 

example of Figure 4. Let | SK | denote the size of SK as the 

sum of the sizes of the K intervals. Then |SK|/(MR) is the 

fraction of the cache in the 2D-knapsack representation, 

which is occupied by packets of the set SK (M: cache size; 

R: number of requests). Table 2 confirms the common part  

| SK | / (M R) to increase towards 90% for large caches. 

Table 2: Common cache placements | SK | / (M R) and gap 

between both bounds V (C) and V 
+
 depending on M 

 

Thus, the gap between both bounds is small for usual web 

cache sizes, such that Vmax can be determined subject to <1% 

deviation via V (C) ≤ Vmax ≤ V 
+
. The computation effort of our 

implementation for both bounds is O (R ∙ (log(R) + log(M))). 

H. Related Work on Knapsack Solutions for Caching 

Knapsack solutions for IRM request pattern are addressed 

in recent work [3][19] and previously in [27]. Tatarinov 

[27] suggests a knapsack algorithm with documents D in the 

cache being sorted due to “value(D) = benefit(D) / size(D)” 

or S(D) = vD / sD in our notation. He estimates the method to 

“maintain approximately optimal total cache benefit”, but as 

“not efficient because it requires sorting of a large set of 

documents”. Knapsack bounds are too complex for online 

methods but useful for offline cache performance studies. 

3 4 4 2 5 2 3 2 4 5 3 5 5 3 4 2 4 3 4
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Example of 2D-Knapsack Solutions

Object Sizes: sk = s(Ok) = k; values are unique: vk = 1

r1, r2, …                   Request Sequence …, r19
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and Packet Sizes
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Upper Bound: V += 8+8/9+9/10+11/12+8/16 +(16+4)/24 ≈≈≈≈ 12

V(CCCC ) = 9

Vmax = 10



The work by Berger et al. [6] determines the optimum hit 

ratio of clairvoyant strategies in terms of upper and lower 

bounds with several similarities to our derivation in Sec-

tions III.C-III.G. In Section 2.2 of [6], they briefly consider 

knapsack solutions but reject them as improper for optimum 

caching bounds. Instead, they transfer the solution to min-

cost flow optimization techniques with lengthy derivations. 

Finally, practical bounds “PFOO” are considered in Section 

6 of [6], because “Only PFOO can process real traces with 

many millions of requests.”. One of both “PFOO” bounds 

in Section 6.1 of [6] resembles the highest value density 

principle for the upper knapsack bound V 
+
, but in a simpler 

and less tight format: “PFOO-L greedily claims the smallest 

intervals while not exceeding the average cache size.”, i.e. 

not exceeding M ∙R. 

Comparing Table 2 results to errors of “FOO” and “PFOO” 

bounds in [6], our knapsack bounds V (C) ≤ Vmax ≤ V 
+
 devi-

ate by <1% for small caches down to 0.0001 for large caches 

and thus can cope with “FOO & PFOO” precision reported 

by [6] for CDN use cases. V 
+
 always improves “PFOO-L”. 

Therefore, we find it worthwhile to provide simple standard 

knapsack heuristics in a usual implementation, being de-

rived on 2 pages as an alternative to 38 pages of derivations 

by Berger et al. [6], which may foster the grasp and usage 

of those first general bounds on web cache efficiency.  

Beyond different size sk, the standard knapsack definitions 

also include different object value vk, or costs and other 

properties per object. This makes score functions of Greedy-

Dual and SGC strategies directly transferrable to corre-

sponding knapsack weights, values and finally bounds, 

whereas the focus on different size [6] does not cover flexi-

ble web caching goals as proposed in [1][9][17][20][27]. 

CONCLUSIONS  

Starting from a summary of basic demands for web cache 

performance, we identify score-based caching strategies 

(SGC) as the only broad and flexible class which combines 

fast updates comparable to LRU with the capability for 

cache optimization regarding an arbitrary set of properties 

(size, value, etc.) per object. 

Our results confirm that simple caching schemes like LRU 

without awareness of different web object properties cannot 

cope with the performance of flexible GreedyDual and 

score-gated methods. Although LRU is suitable for CPU 

caches with uniform pages, we cannot support LRU being 

addressed as practical general purpose policy also for web 

caching in ICN and future networks [24][25][29], because 

LRU efficiency is too poor when usual size and caching 

value profiles of web objects are considered. In this regard, 

we are in line with severe objections against LRU web 

caching being explicitly held up in a series of the most ex-

tensive web cache performance studies [1][9][14][22][27]. 

Moreover, we have derived knapsack bounds on the web 

cache efficiency as a simple and more general alternative to 

the complex recent approach [6]. Beyond the hit ratio, 

standard knapsack heuristics cover flexible score-based 

caching goals by direct transfer of their score function into 

the bounds, e.g. for delay reduction with awareness of the 

size and/or cost as the scored caching value being assigned 

per request to each cached object.  
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